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Figure 1. Drought condition and community drought-related stress (CDS) according to postcode at baseline

CDS was averaged per postcode for cases that were surveyed that month. Postcodes mapped are those where the average was equal to or above the average (2.5) for total CDS. The average was determined by "yes" scoring 1 for the five individual items that aggregate for CDS. CDS was not mapped if below average.
Figure 2. Remoteness class and average community drought-related stress (CDS) according to postcode at baseline

CDS was averaged per postcode for cases that were surveyed that month. Postcodes mapped are those where the average was equal to or above an average (2.5) for total CDS. The average was determined by “yes” scoring 1 for the five individual items that aggregate for CDS. CDS was not mapped if below average.